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Calculation of the entropy and free energy by the hypothetical scanning
Monte Carlo method: Application to peptides
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A new approach, the hypothetical scanning Monte Carlo~HSMC!, for calculating theabsolute
entropy,S, and free energy,F, has been introduced recently and applied first to fluids~argon and
water! and later to peptides. In this paper the method is further developed for peptide chains in
vacuum.S is calculated from a given MC sample by reconstructing each sample conformationi
step-by-step, i.e., calculating transition probabilities~TPs! for the dihedral and bond angles and
fixing the related atoms at their positions. At stepk of the process the chain’s coordinates that have
already been determined are kept fixed~the ‘‘frozen past’’! and TP(k) is obtained from a MC
simulation of the ‘‘future’’ part of the chain whose TPs as yet have not been determined; when the
process is completed the contribution of conformationi to the entropy is,Si;2 ln Pk TP(k). In a
recent paper we studied polyglycine chains, modeled by the AMBER force field with constant bond
lengths and bond angles~the rigid model!. Decaglycine@(Gly)10# was studied in the helical,
extended, and hairpin microstates, while (Gly)16 was treated only in the first two microstates. In this
paper the samples are increased and restudied, (Gly)16 is also investigated in the hairpin microstate,
and for (Gly)10 approximations are tested where only part of the future is considered for calculating
the TPs. We calculate upper and lower bounds forF and demonstrate that like for fluids,F can be
obtained from multiple reconstructions of asingleconformation. We also test a more realistic model
of (Gly)10 where the bond angles are allowed to move~the flexible model!. Very accurate results for
S andF are obtained which are compared to results obtained by the quasiharmonic approximation
and the local states method. Thus, differences in entropy and free energy between the three
microstates are obtained within errors of 0.1–0.3 kcal/mol. The HSMC method can be applied to a
macromolecule with any degree of flexibility, ranging from local fluctuations to a random coil. The
present results demonstrate that the difference in stability,DFmn5Fm2Fn betweensignificantly
differentmicrostatesm andn, can be obtained from two simulations only without the need to resort
to thermodynamic integration. Our long-term goal is to extend this method to any peptide and apply
it to a peptide immersed in a box with explicit water. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1835911#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The hypothetical scanning~HS! method is a genera
technique for calculating theabsoluteentropy, S and free
energyF by computer simulation. The method has been i
tially applied to Ising models1 and lattice polymer models,2–6

and recently has been extended to fluids by two procedu
the grand canonicalHS ~HSGC! ~Ref. 7! and the Monte
Carlo ~MC! HS ~HSMC!.8 HSMC has been further deve
oped to a method namedcompleteHSMC,9 which enables
one, in principle, to obtainSandF exactly. Complete HSMC
was applied very successfully to liquid argon, water,9,10 and
peptides.11 In these papers we have provided an extens
discussion on the importance and the difficulty in calculat
S andF by computer simulation~see also Refs. 12–15, an
references cited therein!. In short, the commonly used simu
lation techniques, the Metropolis MC method16 and molecu-
lar dynamics17,18 enable one to sample configurationi with
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e
g

its Boltzmann probability,Pi
B , however, they do not provide

thevalueof this probability in a direct way~e.g., such as the
energy! and therefore the absolute entropyS;2 ln Pi

B is un-
known. Still, differences inF(S) between two states can b
obtained by the thermodynamic integration approach,
only when the absoluteF(S) of one state is known canF(S)
of the other be obtained. The HS approach and ano
method of Meirovitch, the local states~LS! method,19–23 are
unique in that they provide~at least approximately! the value
of the sampling probability; henceS andF can be obtained.

The ability to obtain the absolute free energy is in p
ticular important in computational structural biology. The e
ergy surface of a protein, commonly defined by a force fie
is highly rugged, consisting of a tremendous number of lo
minima,24 where the native structure corresponds to the
calized energy well with the lowestF. However, molecular
dynamics simulations have shown25,26 that even a protein
with a well-defined structure fluctuates significantly within
region calledwide microstate~e.g., the conformational re
gion of an a-helix of a peptide! that typically consists of
il:
903-1 © 2005 American Institute of Physics
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many localized energy wells. A peptide, protein, or prote
segments such as surface loops, can exhibit anintermediate
flexibility, where several wide microstates are populated
nificantly at thermodynamic equilibrium. It is essential to
able to identify these wide microstates,m, calculateFm ,
which lead to their relative populations, and to weighted
erages of various quantities that can be compared with
perimental values.27,28 Fm is in particular useful ifm and n
differ significantly; then, calculating the difference,DFmn

5Fm2Fn is straightforward. On the other hand, calculati
DFmn by the commonly used thermodynamic integration a
proach might be difficult or prohibitive~see Refs. 12–15
and references therein!.

With complete HSMC applied to a peptide,S is calcu-
lated from a given MC sample by reconstructing each p
tide conformation step-by-step, i.e., calculating transit
probabilities~TPs! for the dihedral angles and fixing the re
lated atoms at their positions. At each step the chain’s c
dinates that have already been determined are kept fixed~the
‘‘frozen past’’! and the TP is obtained from a MC simulatio
of the ‘‘future’’ part of the chain whose TPs as yet have n
been determined. In a recent paper this method was app
to the polyglycine molecules, (Gly)10 and (Gly)16 in vacuum
described by a simplified model based on constant b
lengths and bond angles~the rigid model!. Decaglycine
@(Gly)10# was studied in the helical, extended, and hair
microstates, while (Gly)16 was treated only in the first two
microstates.

In this paper we study the same molecules but the sc
of the calculations is extended significantly. First, t
samples are increased, (Gly)16 is also investigated in the
hairpin wide microstate, and for (Gly)10 approximations are
tested where only part of the future is considered for cal
lating the TPs. We calculate upper and lower bounds foF
and demonstrate that like for fluids,F can be obtained from
reconstructions of asingleconformation. We also test a mor
realistic model of (Gly)10 where the bond angles are allowe
to change~the flexible model!. Accurate results forS andF
are obtained which are compared to results obtained by
quasiharmonic~QH! approximation29,30 and the local states
method. Thus, differences in entropy and free energy
tween these microstates are obtained within errors of 0.1–
kcal/mol. Our long-term goal is to extend the comple
HSMC method to any peptide and apply it to a peptide i
mersed in a box with explicit water.

II. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY

A. The models studied

We study two models of polyglycine
NH2(Gly)NCONH2, in vacuum defined by the AMBER96
force field,31 where the charges of the end groups are n
tralized. One model~the rigid model! is based on constan
bond angles and bond lengths, i.e., a conformation is de
mined by the dihedral anglesf i , c i , andv i ordered along
the chain, which are denoted for simplicity byak , k51, 3N,
where N is the number of residues. This model is studi
with N510@(Gly)10# and N516@(Gly)16#, i.e., the corre-
sponding numbers of internal coordinates are 30 and 48.
Downloaded 23 Jan 2005 to 136.142.92.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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second model of (Gly)10 ~the flexible model! is more realis-
tic allowing the three bond angles of each residue to vary
well; thus, the total number of internal coordinates is 6
Each model is simulated with the Metropolis MC method16

within three wide microstates, helix, extended, and hairp
and the entropy and free energy are calculated from the g
erated samples using the HSMC method. Notice that
brevity we shall refer in most cases to ‘‘wide microstates’’
microstates omitting the word ‘‘wide.’’

It should be pointed out that both MD and MC are mo
straightforwardly carried out in Cartesian coordinates, wh
application of the local states~LS! and HS approaches i
based on internal coordinates; therefore, in previous LS s
ies conformations generated by MD were transferred i
internal coordinates before analysis.22 However, we have
found MC simulations in Cartesian coordinates~i.e., for a
fully flexible model! to be extremely inefficient, and there
fore have chosen to treat the rigid and flexible models
scribed above, wheref i , c i , andv i , and the bond angles
are the natural variables which can be used in the MC sim
lations. This internal variables representation of a pept
provided by the programTINKER ~Ref. 32! has led indeed to
a MC method that is significantly more efficient than th
based on Cartesian coordinates; thus, for the present mo
the application of HSMC, LS, and QH is direct. In wh
follows, for simplicity, the various methods will be describe
as applied to the present models of polyglycine, where
extension to a peptide with side chains is straightforward

B. Statistical mechanics of a peptide
in internal coordinates

The partition function of a peptide,Z, is an integral over
the function exp(2E/kBT) ~E is the potential energy andkB

the Boltzmann constant! with respect to the Cartesian coo
dinates over the whole conformational space,V. However,
for a stable wide microstate the integration is carried
only over the limited regionV0 that defines the wide mi-
crostate~helix, hairpin, etc.!. As said above, to apply HSMC
or LS, one has to change the variables of integration fr
Cartesian to internal coordinates, which makes the inte
dependent also on a Jacobian,J. For a linear chainJ has been
shown to be independent of the dihedral angles and
simple function of the bond angles and bond lengths.29,33,34

In previous LS studies of linear and cyclic peptides, a
surface loops in proteins, an approximate transformation
dihedral and bond angles was adopted where the b
lengths were kept constant~see below!.22

Our rigid model is defined by transforming the Cartesi
coordinates~of a fully flexible model! into internal coordi-
nates under the assumption that the potentials of the b
lengths and bond angles~‘‘the hard variables’’! are strong
and therefore their average values can be assigned tJ,
which to a good approximation can be taken out of the in
gral. It should be noted that while the contribution of bo
stretching to theabsoluteentropy is not small, it is expecte
to be similar for different wide microstates of the same m
ecule. Therefore, to a good approximation, the contribut
of bond stretching to the differencesDSm,n and DFm,n be-
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tween wide microstatesm andn cancels out. Again, becaus
of the strong potentials of the hard variables~and assuming
that the bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles
uncorrelated! one can carry out the integration over the bo
lengths and bond angles, and the remaining integral beco
a function of the 3N dihedral angles (ak).

29,33,34 For our
flexible model, the 3N bond angles and their Jacobian a
also considered. An expression for the partition function t
with small modification suits the two models is

Z85DZ5DE
V0

exp$2E~@ak# !/kBT%da1¯da6N , ~1!

where@ak#5@a1 ,...,a6N#. For the rigid model the prefacto
D is a product ofJ and the integral over the bond lengths a
bond angles, and the integration in Eq.~1! is carried out only
over the 3N dihedral anglesak ~i.e., 3N replaces 6N). D
depends on the absolute temperatureT and the units in which
the bond lengths and bond angles are expressed. Fo
flexible modelak denotes the dihedral and bond angles, a
the integration is carried out over all of them (6N). D is a
product ofJ of the bond lengths and the integral over the
variables. The Jacobian@Pk sin(uk)# of the bond angles,uk

that should appear under the integral is omitted for simp
ity. For calculating DSm,n and DFm,n of two wide mi-
crostates of the same molecule, lnD cancels and can be ig
nored~notice, however, thatD contributes to the absoluteF
andS!. For these models the Boltzmann probability dens
corresponding toZ @Eq. ~1!# is

rB~@ak# !5exp$2E~@ak# !/kBT%/Z, ~2!

and the exact entropyS and exact free energyF ~defined up
to an additive constant! are

S52kBE
V0

rB~@ak# !ln rB~@ak# !da1¯a6N ~3!

and

F5E
V0

rB~@ak# !@E~@ak# !1kBT ln rB~@ak# !#da1¯a6N .

~4!

It is easy to show that the fluctuation~standard deviation!,
sF , of F is zero, because the integrand,E(@ak#)
1kBT ln rB(@ak#)52kT ln Z5F, is constant for any set@ak#.
This means that the free energy can be obtained fromany
singleconformation if its energy and Boltzmann probabili
density are known. Using the HSMC method, we shall e
mate the free energy of the rigid model of (Gly)10 from
single structures. Notice that for an approximate probabi
density the fluctuation is finite and it is expected to decre
as the approximation improves.5,7,10,35

C. Exact and approximate scanning procedures

The exact scanning method is a step-by-step constr
tion procedure for a peptide.36,37 Thus, anN-residue confor-
mation of polyglycine in the helical region (V0), for ex-
ample, is built by defining the anglesak step-by-step with
transition probabilities~TPs! and adding the related atoms;36

for example, the anglef determines the coordinates of th
Downloaded 23 Jan 2005 to 136.142.92.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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two hydrogens connected to Ca, and the position of C8.
Thus, at stepk, k21 anglesa1 ,...,ak21 ~i.e., for the flexible
model ak include dihedral and bond angles! have already
been determined; these angles and the related structure~the
past! are kept constant, andak should be defined with the
exact TP densityr(akuak21¯a1),

r~akuak21¯a1!

5Zfuture~ak¯a1!/@Zfuture~ak21¯a1!dak#, ~5!

where dak is a small segment centered atak , and
Zf (ak¯a1) is a future partition function defined over th
helical regionV0 by integrating over the future conforma
tions defined byak11¯da6N ~within V0) where the past
angles,a1¯ak , are held fixed,

Zfuture~ak ,...,a1!

5E
V0

exp2@E~a6N ,...,a1!/kBT#dak11¯da6N . ~6!

The probability density of the entire conformation is

rB~a6N ,...,a1!5 q
k51

6N

r~akuak21¯a1!. ~7!

One can also define an approximate scanning procedur
which only partial future based onf future angles is scanned
i.e., the integration in Eq.~6! is carried out with respect to
dak11¯da f , wheref ,6N. The approximation introduced
can be removed by importance sampling, which will not
discussed here~e.g., see discussion in Ref. 37 for se
avoiding walks on a lattice!.

The exact scanning method is equivalent to the MC a
MD procedures in the sense that large samples generate
all these methods lead to the same averages and fluctua
within the statistical errors. Thus, one can assume tha
given MC sample has rather been generated by the e
scanning method, which enables one to reconstruct each
formation by calculating the TP densities thathypothetically
were used to create it step-by-step. This idea can be im
mented in two different ways, by the LS and HS metho
However, an exact reconstruction of the TPs@Eq. ~5!# is fea-
sible only for a very small peptide. Therefore, calculation
future partition functions@Eq. ~6!# has been carried out thu
far only approximately by both the HS and LS methods.
described later, the HSMC method enables one to scan
future partially as well ascompletely. Because some ele
ments of the LS method are implemented within the fram
work of the HSMC method we describe the LS method fir

D. The LS method

In the first step the MC sample~of a given wide mi-
crostate! is visited and the variability rangeDak is calcu-
lated, whereak are the dihedral and bond angles, 1<k
<6N ~in the case of constant bond angles only the 3N dihe-
dral angles are considered!,19–22,27,28

Dak5ak~max!2ak~min!, ~8!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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where ak(max) andak(min) are the maximum and mini
mum values ofak found in the sample, respectively. Nex
the rangesDak are divided intol equal segments, wherel is
the discretization parameter. We denote these segmen
vk , (vk51,l ). Thus, an angleak is now represented by th
segmentvk to which it belongs and a conformationi is ex-
pressed by the corresponding vector of segme
@v1( i ),v2( i ),...,v6N( i )#. Under this discretization approxi
mationr(akuak21¯a1) can be estimated by

r~akuak21¯a1!'n~nk ,¯,n1!/$n~nk21 ,...,n1!

3@Dak / l #%, ~9!

where n(nk ,...,n1) is the number of times thelocal state
@i.e., the partial vector (nk ,...,n1) representing (ak ,...,a1)]
appears in the sample. Because the number of local s
increases exponentially withk one has to resort to approx
mations based on smaller local states that consists ofvk and
the b angles preceding it along the chain, i.e., the vec
(vk ,vk21 ,...,vk2b); b is called the correlation paramete
The sample is visited for the second time and for a giveb
one calculates the number of occurrenc
n(vk ,vk21 ,...,vk2b) of all the local states from which a se
of transition probabilitiesp(vkuvk21 ,...,vk2b) are defined.
The sample is then visited for the third time and for ea
memberi of the sample one determines the 6N local states
and the corresponding transition probabilities, whose prod
defines anapproximateprobability densityr i(b,l ) for con-
formation i

r i~b,l !5)
k51

6N

p~nkunk21 ,...,nk2b!/~Dak / l !, ~10!

the larger areb and l the better the approximation~for
enough statistics!. r i(b,l ) allows defining an approximat
entropy and free energy functional,SA and FA, which con-
stitute rigorous upper and lower bounds for the correct va
ues, respectively,21

SA52kBE rB ln r~b,l !da1¯a6N ~11!

and

FA~b,l !5^E&2TSA

5^E&1kBTE rB@ ln r~b,l !#da1¯a6N , ~12!

where^E& is the Boltzmann average of the potential ener
estimated from the MC sample andrB @Eq. ~2!# is the Boltz-
mann probability density with which the sample has be
generated.SA is estimated from a Boltzmann sample of si
n by S̄A,

S̄A52
kB

n (
t51

n

ln r t~b,l !. ~13!

As discussed in Sec. II B,5,7,10,35the fluctuation~standard de-
viation! sF of the correct free energy is zero, while the a
proximateFA has finite fluctuation,sA ~estimated bysA),
which is expected to decrease as the approximation
proves,
Downloaded 23 Jan 2005 to 136.142.92.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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It should be noted that Eqs.~12!–~14! also hold for the
HSMC procedures described later, wherer(b,l ) is replaced
by rHS.

The LS method can be applied to any chain flexibili
i.e., it is not limited to harmonic or quasiharmon
fluctuations.29,30,33,34,38 Thus, free energy differences be
tween wide microstates with significant structural differenc
can be calculated, which is a difficult task with metho
based on thermodynamic integration.

E. Approximate HS method

As discussed in Sec. II C, the idea of the HS method is
reconstruct each sample conformation step-by-step obtai
the TP density of eachak @Eq. ~5!# by calculating the future
partition functionsZfuture @Eq. ~6!#. However, a systematic
integration ofZfuture based on thecompletefuture within the
limits of V0 is difficult and becomes impractical for a larg
peptide whereV0 is unknown; therefore, thus far, HS wa
applied to self-avoiding walks~SAWs! on a lattice, where
V0 is the entire space andZfuture is calculated approximately
by enumerating only future SAWs off steps ~i.e.,
ak ,...ak1 f 21), rather than the whole future ofN2k11
steps.2,4–6 The approximate HS method was also applied
the freely-jointed chain.3

F. The HSMC method

The idea of the complete HSMC method is to obtain t
TPs @Eq. ~5!# from MC simulations of the future part of th
chain rather than by evaluating the integrals definingZfuture

@Eq. ~6!#. Thus, at reconstruction stepk of conformationi the
TP density,r(akuak21¯a1) is calculated fromnf MC steps
~trials!,16 where theentire future of the peptide can move b
changing the future anglesak ,...,a6N while the angles
a1 ,...,ak21 and their related atoms~defining the past! are
kept fixed at their values in conformationi. A small segment
~bin! dak @see also Eq.~5!# is centered atak and the number
of MC visits to this bin during the simulation,nvisit , is cal-
culated; one obtains,

r~akuak21¯a1!'nvisit /@nfdak#, ~15!

where the relation becomes exact for very largenf(nf→`)
and a very small bin (dak→0) ~see discussion in Ref. 10!.
The product of these TP densities leads to the probab
density of the entire chain@Eq. ~7!#. Notice that unlike the
deterministic calculation ofZfuture @Eq. ~6!#, where the limits
of V0 are in practice unknown, with the complete HSM
procedure, the future structures generated by MC at each
k remain in general within the limits of the wide microsta
V0 defined by the analyzed MC sample. In some cases, h
ever, the future samples were found to escape from this
gion; therefore, before applying the HSMC method, the
method is applied to the analyzed sample and theak(min)
and ak(max) values@Eq. ~8!# are calculated; they are the
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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used to keep the future structures withinV0 by rejecting MC
moves with angle values beyond those ofak(min) and
ak(max).

While complete HSMC considers the entire future,
practicer(akuak21¯a1) @Eq. ~15!# will be somewhat ap-
proximate due to insufficient future sampling~finite nf), a
relatively large bin sizedak , an imperfect random numbe
generator, etc. Therefore, the corresponding probability d
sity $approximating rB @Eq. ~7!#% will be denoted by
rHS(@ak#), which defines approximate entropy and free e
ergy functionals,SA and FA, where rHS(@ak#) replacing
r(b,l ) in Eqs. ~11! and ~12!, respectively.SA and FA are
expected to overestimate and underestimate, respectivel
correct values, where the fluctuation ofFA, sA @Eq. ~14!#
does not vanish, but decreases as the approximation
proves, i.e., asnf increases and/ordak decreases.

We shall also study a version of HSMC that was ori
nally applied to argon,8 where onlyf future angles are simu
lated by MC during the reconstruction procedure; the co
sponding probability density will be denoted b
rHS(@ak#, f ). Obviously, this method unlike complet
HSMC is always approximate even for very largenf and
very smalldak and therefore will be called hereapproximate
HSMC.

G. Upper bounds for the free energy

In addition toFA(rHS(@ak#)) @Eq. ~12!#, which in prac-
tice is a lower bound, one can define another approxim
free energy functional denotedFB,2

FB5E
V0

rHS~@ak# !@E1kBT ln rHS~@ak# !#da1¯da6N .

~16!

According to the free energy minimum principle,39 FB>F
@Eq. ~4!#. Thus,FB is an upper bound which approaches t
correct free energy,F, whenrHS→rB @Eq. ~2!#. It should be
noted, however, that the above inequality is rigorously sa
fied for complete HSMC while forapproximateHSMC it can
only be proven2 that FB>FA. However, in several applica
tions of the HS method the relationFB>F was found to hold
where only partial future was considered; this can be veri
if FB decreases systematically as the approximation is
proved~e.g., asf is increased!. It is necessary to rewrite Eq
~16! such thatFB can be estimated by importance sampli
from a ~Boltzmann! sample of configurations generated wi
rB ~rather thanrHS). It has been shown that

FB5
*V0

rBbrHSexp~E/kBT!~E1kBT ln rHS!cda1¯da6N

*V0
rB@rHSexp~E/kBT!#da1¯da6N

.

~17!

In practiceFB is estimated as the ratio of simple arithme
averages, which are accumulated for each of the quantitie
the brackets in Eq.~17!. It should be noted, however, that th
statistical reliability of this estimation~unlike the estimation
of FA) decreases sharply with increasing system size,
cause the overlap between the probability distributionsrB

andrHS decreases exponentially~see discussion in Ref. 22!.
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With values for bothFA and FB, their average,FM,
defined by

FM5~FA1FB!/2, ~18!

often becomes a better approximation than either of th
individually. This is provided that their deviations fromF ~in
magnitude! are approximately equal, and that the statisti
error in FB is not too large. Typically, several improvin
approximations forFA, FB, andFM are calculated and thei
convergence enables one to determine the correct free en
with high accuracy.

It should be pointed out that the probability distributio
defined by HSMC is stochastic as compared to the determ
istic distribution ~for a given sample! obtained by the LS
method and the deterministic HS method. In Ref. 10 we h
proven that the inequalitiesFA<F<FB hold for the stochas-
tic probabilities as well. We have also shown there that o
can calculateFA and FB from a sample generated byn
HSMC reconstructions of asingleconformation and applied
this to configurations of argon and TIP3P water molecul
this will be checked for polyglycine as well.

H. Exact expression for the free energy

As shown for fluids in Ref. 10, the denominator ofFB in
Eq. ~17! defines an exact expression for the partition fun
tion,

1

Z
5

1

Z E
V0

rB~rHS/rB!@dak#

5E
V0

rB~rHSexp@E/kBT# !@dak#

5E
V0

rB exp@FHS/kBT#@dak# ~19!

and anexact expression for the correct free energyF, de-
noted byFD is

FD5kBT lnS 1

ZD5kBT lnF E
V0

rB exp@FHS/kBT#@dak#G ,
~20!

where @dak#5da1¯da6N and FHS/kBT5E@ak#/kBT
1 ln rHS@ak#.

In practice, the efficiency of estimatingF by FD depends
on the fluctuation of this statistical average, which is det
mined by the fluctuation ofFHS exponentiated. Obviously, a
FHS→ F ~i.e., rHS→ rB) all fluctuations become zero andF
can be obtained from a single configuration@see discussion
following Eq. ~4! and Ref. 10#. Therefore~as for FB), the
direct calculation ofF throughFD will not be as statistically
reliable as the corresponding calculation for the lower bou
estimate,FA; however,FD is expected to be more statist
cally reliable thanFB which is defined as a ratio of two
summations similar to that definingFD. It should be noticed
that for approximate HSMC, wheref is smallrHS might be
defined over a region in conformational space that is lar
thanV0 ; in this caseFD is not exact.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 23 Ja
TABLE I. The differences~in deg! between the minimum and maximum values of the dihedral angles@Eq. ~8!#
of (Gly)10 for the rigid and flexible models in six MC samples.a

No.

Extended Helix Hairpin

Dw Dc Dv Dw Dc Dv Dw Dc Dv

1 47 53 142 117 23 25 43 43 48 117 23 40 35 49 57 114 21
2 61 68 55 49 23 26 20 38 43 45 21 25 37 78 30 52 21 2
3 57 72 43 59 23 28 28 32 33 54 22 28 37 60 36 42 26 2
4 68 70 51 60 26 31 22 36 25 55 21 26 54 55 89 30 21 2
5 58 66 46 59 25 28 30 67 35 59 19 28 59 26 65 77 24 3
6 68 89 46 52 24 32 25 33 29 61 20 26 31 100 27 54 18
7 61 66 45 52 23 23 22 34 46 50 16 31 30 80 43 40 32 3
8 66 62 42 51 25 25 27 40 34 44 19 24 39 41 31 40 22 2
9 60 77 54 48 25 25 30 42 48 39 19 28 41 53 37 53 23 3

10 65 63 47 52 26 28 49 63 360 47 26 27 56 66 32 41 28

aFor each angle, the first and second entries are for the rigid and flexible models, based on samples of
600 conformations, respectively.
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I. The quasiharmonic approximation

With the quasiharmonic approximation29,30 the entropy,
SQH is given by,

SQH5~1/2!6NkB1~1/2!kB ln@~2p!6Ns#, ~21!

wheres is the determinant of the covariance matrix of t
6N dihedral and bond angles. For the model with const
bond angles 3N replaces 6N and the matrix is correspond
ingly smaller.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The rigid model of „Gly …10

1. Simulation and computational details

In Ref. 11 we have already studied (Gly)10 with constant
bond angles in three wide microstates, helix, hairpin, a
extended. Samples of these wide microstates were gene
by the Metropolis MC procedure16 at 100 K where a trial
structure is obtained by randomly changing all the 30 di
dral angles, each within61° of its current value. These
simulations were started from helical, extended, and hai
structures obtained by minimizing the energy of the cor
sponding structures,fk5ck5255°, and vk5180°, fk

5ck5vk5180°, and two extended strands of four residu
connected by a type I8 turn. The first 5000 steps were use
for equilibration and then 50 000 MC steps were carried
for each microstate where after every 100 steps the cur
structure was retained for future analysis; in this way th
equal samples of 500 structures were generated. It shou
pointed out that preliminary simulations at 300 K resulted
unstable samples~i.e., the structures escaped from their wi
microstates!; therefore, the temperature was decreased to
K, where the helix and extended simulations were found
be very stable, while the hairpin sample remained stable o
up to the first 50 000 MC steps. The correspondingDak val-
ues@Eq. ~8!# are relatively small~see Table I!, representing
relatively concentrated samples. Notice, however, that du
correlations each wide microstate is significantly sma
than the corresponding region,Da13Da23¯3Da30.

In the present study each of these samples was incre
to 700 conformations, using the same MC procedure
n 2005 to 136.142.92.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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scribed above but with an additional restriction that is aim
at keeping these samples within the corresponding
crostates. Thus, if an angleak of a trial set of dihedral is
larger thanak(max) or smaller thanak(min) it is rejected;
we shall refer to this restriction asthe geometrical restric-
tion. Results were calculated with complete HSMC meth
~as in Ref. 11! and also with the approximate HSMC proc
dure based on partial futures off 53 and 4 dihedral angles

The TPs and their product,rHS @Eqs.~7! and~15!# were
calculated by reconstructing each conformation step-by-s
with MC simulations of the future part, where the geomet
cal restriction described above is applied as well. To ch
the convergence of the results they were calculated for f
future sample sizes,nf520 000, 40 000, 80 000, an
160 000, generated by retaining a conformation every 10
steps, and for four bin sizes,d5Dak/15, Dak/10, Dak/5,
and 20° centered atak ~i.e., ak6d/2). Notice that as for the
LS method, the bin size is proportional toDak . If the counts
of the smallest bin are smaller than 50 the bin size is
creased to the next size, and if necessary to the next
(d5Dak/5); the same is applied to the second size bin.
the case of zero counts,nvisit is taken to be 1; notice, how
ever that zero counts is a very rare event.

2. Results for the entropy

Results for the entropy~TS! appear in Table II for vari-
ousnf values but only for two bin sizes, which is, howeve
sufficient for checking convergence. All the HSMC resu
are based on samples of 700 structures and the statis
errors were obtained from the fluctuations and results
tained for partial samples. The accuracy of HSMC can
ways be improved by decreasing the bin size and increa
the future sample size, meaning that correspondin
SA(rHS) @Eq. ~11!# is expected to decrease@provided thatrHS

is defined on the same conformational space~i.e., the wide
microstate! that was generated by the MC simulation. I
deed, for each bin the entropy decreases~or remain constant!
asnf increases, where the only exception is the entropy
the helix based on the smallest sample,nf520 000, which is
slightly smaller than the entropies of the larger samples;
probably stems from a HSMC probability density that is d
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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fined on only a partial region of the helical wide microsta
due to insufficient sampling, i.e., the bin is overpopulated

The entropy for the extended microstate is shown to c
verge, where its values fornf580 000 and 160 000 are th
same within the error bars forall the approximations~i.e.,
f5@entire future#, f 54 and 3! and for the two bin sizes. This
perfect convergence~that also includes the not-shown resu
for the approximationsf 52 andDak/5) reflects the short-
range angular correlations characterizing an extended s
ture. In other words, for the extended microstate the appr
mation based onnf580 000, f 52, andDak/5 leads to the
exact result within the statistical errors.

The range of interactions in a helix is larger than in t
extended structure due to the 1–4 hydrogen bonds, whic
reflected in a less than perfect convergence, and an incr
~even though not large! in the entropy values asf is de-
creased, i.e., as the approximation worsens. Thus, for e
bin the results are the same for the three largestnf values,
while they decrease~improve! slightly by 0.06 kcal/mol with
decreasing the bin size and probably are not yet comple
converged. However, this difference is smaller than the
tistical errors, and within the accuracy of the usual for

TABLE II. Entropy TSA (T5100 K) in kcal/mol @Eq. ~11!# for the rigid
model of (Gly)10 for various bin sizes@Eq. ~5!# and future sample sizes,nf ,
obtained with the HSMC method for different approximations,f.a

Bin size nf Extended Helix Hairpin

f5entire future
Dak/10 20 000 20.23~5! 16.06~3! 18.18~7!
Dak/10 40 000 20.10~4! 16.13~2! 18.06~8!
Dak/10 80 000 20.02~2! 16.14~2! 17.9~1!
Dak/10 160 000 19.99~3! 16.15~2! 17.8~2!
Dak/15 20 000 20.21~4! 15.98~2! 18.15~8!
Dak/15 40 000 20.10~4! 16.07~3! 18.05~8!
Dak/15 80 000 20.02~2! 16.08~2! 17.9~1!
Dak/15 160 000 19.99~3! 16.09~2! 17.8~2!

f 54 dihedrals
Dak/10 20 000 20.20~3! 16.10~2! 18.4~2!
Dak/10 40 000 20.08~5! 16.18~2! 18.4~4!
Dak/10 80 000 20.01~3! 16.19~2! 18.4~4!
Dak/10 160 000 19.97~2! 16.19~2! 18.4~4!
Dak/15 20 000 20.19~4! 16.03~2! 18.3~3!
Dak/15 40 000 20.08~5! 16.12~2! 18.4~3!
Dak/15 80 000 20.01~4! 16.14~2! 18.4~4!
Dak/15 160 000 19.97~2! 16.13~2! 18.4~4!

f 53 dihedrals
Dak/10 20 000 20.18~6! 16.27~5! 18.7~2!
Dak/10 40 000 20.10~6! 16.39~5! 18.6~2!
Dak/10 80 000 20.01~4! 16.38~5! 18.6~2!
Dak/10 160 000 19.98~3! 16.37~7! 18.5~2!
Dak/15 20 000 20.16~6! 16.20~5! 18.6~2!
Dak/15 40 000 20.09~6! 16.34~6! 18.6~2!
Dak/15 80 000 20.01~4! 16.33~7! 18.6~2!
Dak/15 160 000 19.98~3! 16.32~8! 18.5~2!
TSQH 19.86~4! 16.15~3! 17.79~4!
TSLS 19.98~3! 17.50~3! 19.29~3!

aDak is defined in Eq.~8!. The HSMC results are based on a sample of 7
conformations.f is the number of dihedral angles considered in the fut
MC sampling. The statistical errors are given in parentheses, e.g., 1
~3!519.9660.03. SQH is the quasiharmonic entropy@Eq. ~21!# and SLS

@Eqs.~11! and ~13!# is the local states~LS! entropy obtained forb51 and
l 510. The entropy is defined up to an additive constant.
Downloaded 23 Jan 2005 to 136.142.92.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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fields, entropy and free energy differences smaller than
kcal/mol are in general ignored; therefore, even the he
results can be considered as converged. Notice that thf
54 results constitute a very good approximation as they
larger than the results forf5@entire future# only by 0.06 kcal/
mol, while the f 53 results deviate more significantly b
;0.22 kcal/mol.

Unlike the helix, results for the hairpin pertaining to th
samenf in the two bins are equal, meaning that smaller b
are not required. However, forf5@entire future# the results
for a given bin decrease asnf increases with relatively large
statistical errors such that 17.9~1! and 17.8~2! obtained for
nf580 000 and 160 000, respectively, can be considered
equal. For the approximationsf 54 and 3 the entropy con
verges, again with large statistical errors of up to 0.4 and
kcal/mol, respectively. These inferior results of the hairp
stem from the maximal range of interactions characterize
structure, where the first and last residues are in closed p
imity. Correspondingly, the best results forf 54 and 3 are
higher~by 0.6 and 0.7 kcal/mol, respectively! than those ob-
tained forf5@entire future#. Therefore, such approximation
are suitable for structures based on short or medium ra
interactions and should be used with caution when lo
range interactions exist.

It is of interest to compare the HSMC results to tho
obtained by other methods. For that we increased
samples of the three wide microstates from 500 to 30 0
structures by imposing the geometrical restriction~related to
Dak) on the MC procedure. We applied the quasiharmo
~QH! approximation29,30 to a subsample of 8000. We als
applied the LS method~with correlation parameter,b51 and
l 510) to the entire increased sample. The QH results p
sented in Table II are very close to the complete HSM
values ~i.e., f5@entire future#!, probably because the thre
samples are approximately quasi-harmonic. The LS
HSMC entropies are equal for the extended microstate
cause the angular correlations along the chain are short
b51 already captures most of them. On the other hand,
range of these correlations increases for the helix and
hairpin, and the LS entropies, as expected, become slig
larger ~upper bounds! than the HSMC values.

3. Results for the free energy

In Table III HSMC results are presented for the fr
energy functionalsFA(rHS) @Eq. ~12!#, FB, @Eqs. ~16! and
~17!#, FM @Eq. ~18!#, andFD @Eq. ~20!# obtained for the rigid
model of (Gly)10 for f5@entire future#, f 54 and 3. These
results are given only for the smallest bin, becauseFA values
for the bin, Dak/10 can be obtained from the entropies
Table II and the energies provided in the bottom of Table
Also, we have checked that the results forFB in bin Dak/10
have the expected trend, i.e., they decrease asnf increases
and their values are not smaller than those of bin,Dak/15
within the statistical errors.FA follows the trends ofSA in
Table II, i.e., in general it increases as the approximat
improves besides for the cases whereSA increases or remain
constant, as discussed in Sec. III A 2; in particular, for t
approximationsf 54 and 3 of the hairpin the tendencies
the FA results cannot be observed due to large statist

96
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TABLE III. HSMC results for various free energy functionals obtained for the rigid model of (Gly)10 .a

HSMC/nf

Extended Helix Hairpin

2FA 2FB sA 2FA 2FB sA 2FA 2FB sA

f5entire future
20 000 74.76~3! 73.50~7! 0.62~2! 98.49~2! 97.1~2! 0.46~2! 84.59~4! 82.8~2! 0.84~1!
40 000 74.65~3! 73.98~5! 0.40~2! 98.58~2! 97.6~2! 0.30~4! 84.49~3! 83.2~4! 0.64~3!
80 000 74.57~3! 74.20~4! 0.25~2! 98.59~1! 97.9~2! 0.21~4! 84.33~3! 83.4~4! 0.44~3!

160 000 74.54~2! 74.35~3! 0.17~2! 98.60~1! 98.0~2! 0.17~1! 84.25~3! 83.4~4! 0.33~3!
2FD 2FM 74.46~2! 74.45~3! 98.39~8! 98.3~1! 83.9~1! 83.8~2!

f 54 dihedrals
20 000 74.74~4! 73.50~8! 0.60~2! 98.54~2! 96.9~4! 0.48~3! 84.8~4! 83.0~9! 0.79~3!
40 000 74.63~4! 74.07~5! 0.40~2! 98.63~2! 97.8~2! 0.32~4! 84.9~4! 83.1~4! 0.67~3!
80 000 74.56~3! 74.23~5! 0.25~2! 98.64~2! 97.8~2! 0.25~4! 84.9~4! 83.7~4! 0.61~3!

160 000 74.52~2! 74.35~4! 0.16~2! 98.64~2! 97.8~2! 0.21~4! 84.9~4! 83.8~4! 0.59~4!
2FD 2FM 74.32~2! 74.43~3! 98.24~8! 98.2~1! 83.9~1! 84.2~4!

f 53 dihedrals
20 000 74.71~5! 73.3~1! 0.59~2! 98.71~2! 96.7~5! 0.55~2! 85.1~4! 82.9~9! 1.09~6!
40 000 74.64~4! 74.00~6! 0.42~2! 98.84~3! 97.5~3! 0.43~1! 85.1~4! 83.2~4! 1.01~4!
80 000 74.56~3! 74.09~5! 0.26~2! 98.83~4! 98.0~2! 0.36~4! 85.0~4! 83.1~4! 0.91~3!

160 000 74.53~2! 74.36~3! 0.17~2! 98.83~5! 98.1~2! 0.32~1! 85.0~4! 83.2~4! 0.82~1!
2FD 2FM 74.32~2! 74.45~3! 98.30~7! 98.5~1! 83.8~1! 84.1~4!

Single conformations;f5entire future
Conf. 1 74.53~2! 74.43~5! 0.135~2! 98.65~2! 98.61~2! 0.088~2! 84.31~4! 84.0~2! 0.318~3!
Conf. 2 74.53~2! 74.45~5! 0.124~2! 98.52~2! 98.49~2! 0.071~2! 84.12~4! 83.9~2! 0.205~3!

QH and LS methods
2FQH 74.50~4! 98.72~5! 84.66~4!
2FLS 74.68~1! 100.08~1! 86.14~1!

-Energy 54.55~2! 0.72~2! 82.51~3! 0.77~4! 66.44~8! 0.67~5!

aFA @Eq. ~12!# andFB @Eqs. ~16! and ~17!# are lower and upper bounds of the free energy, respectively, andsA @Eq. ~14!# is the fluctuation ofFA. These
HSMC results were obtained from samples of 700 conformations for three approximations defined by the number,f of future dihedral angles considered
These results are presented only for the smallest bin size,d5Dak/15, but for all future sample sizesnf . The results forFM @Eq. ~18!#—the average ofFA

andFB, and forFD @Eq. ~20!#—the exact free energy functional, are calculated ford5Dak/15 andnf5160 000 only.FQH @Eq. ~21!# andFLS @Eq. ~12!# are
free energies obtained by the quasiharmonic approximation and the local states method, respectively, and are based on larger samples~see text!. The average
energies of the HSMC samples appear in the bottom row. All free energies~at T5100 K) are in kcal/mol and are defined up to an additive constant.
statistical error is defined in the caption of Table II.
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errors. The fluctuations ofFA, sA , as expected, always de
crease as the approximation improves, i.e., as the bin siz
decreased~not shown! and nf is increased. Forf5@entire
future# andnf5160 000 sA is smaller than the energy fluc
tuations~that are also provided! by 4.2, 4.5, and 2 for the
extended, helix, and hairpin, respectively, where for the
tended microstate this ratio holds also forf 54 and 3. For the
helix and hairpin, on the other hand,sA increases asf is
decreased~due to the worsening approximation!, and the cor-
responding ratios for the best results off 53 decrease to 2.4
and 0.8.

Of special interest are the results forFB, which for
f5@entire future# are expected to provide an upper boun
while for a partial future scanning can only be shown
overestimateFA. For the extended microstate theFB values
decrease systematically asnf is increased~even forf 54 and
3! meaning that they are upper bounds. The best results
viate by D5FB2FA5274.35174.5450.19 kcal/mol. The
FB results for the larger bin,Dak/10 ~not shown! are com-
parable to the corresponding values for the smallest
(Dak/15) presented in Table III. A similar behavior ofFB is
observed also for a partial future sampling based onf 52
~results not shown!. For each approximationf of the helix,
Downloaded 23 Jan 2005 to 136.142.92.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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FB is shown to decrease monotonically asnf is increased,
with errors that are significantly larger than those obtain
for the extended microstate, and largerD ~0.6 kcal/mol! with
a higher error bars. Again, for eachf, the FB results for the
bin Dak/10 ~not shown! are comparable to the correspondin
results of Table III. For the hairpin—the most difficult stru
ture to handle—FB behaves as an upper bound only f
f5@entire future#, the best approximation, and the statistic
errors are larger than those obtained for the helix and
tended microstates.

For nf5160 000 of the three approximations,f5@entire
future#, f 54, and 3, we have calculated results forFD @Eq.
~20!#, and for comparison also forFM @Eq. ~18!#, the average
of FA andFB. For f5@entire future# theFD results are equa
within the error bars to the correspondingFM values. These
results forFD are considered to be exact within the err
bars. For the helix and hairpin, theFD results forf 54 and 3
are equal to those off5@entire future# within relatively large
statistical errors and they are close to theirFM counterparts;
no change ofFM for different f can be observed due again
large statistical errors. However, the errors for the exten
results forf 54 and 3 are small, which allows detecting te
dencies ofFD. Thus, forf 54 and 3FD5274.32 is slightly
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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larger than FB5274.35 and FD5274.46 obtained for
f5@entire future#.

In accordance with the entropy, the QH results sligh
underestimate theFD values forf5@entire future#, where the
deviation increases in going from the extended to the h
and to the hairpin~with deviation of 0.8 kcal/mol for the
latter!. The LS result for the extended microstate is lower
0.22 kcal/mol than theFD value and this deviation increase
to 1.7 and 2.2 kcal/mol for the helix and hairpin, respe
tively, due to increase in correlations. Notice, however, t
part of the above deviations stem from the energy com
nents ofFQH and FLS that are calculated from much large
samples than the sample size of 700 used for calculatingFD.

4. Reconstructions of single conformations

As in Ref. 10, we demonstrate here that the free ene
~but not the entropy! functionals can be obtained by carryin
out n reconstructions of a single conformation~rather than
one reconstruction for each ofn different conformations!.
Thus, from the sample of each microstate we have cho
two conformations with energies within a 0.5 kcal/mol of t
average energy obtained from the sample of 700 confor
tions~which appear in the bottom of Table III!. Each of these
conformations was then reconstructedn5100 times using
f5@entire future#. Indeed, the results forFA andFB obtained
for this relatively smalln are already close to those obtain
from the whole sample of size 700 usingf5@entire future#,
where the results forFB and the fluctuations are systema
cally lower than those obtained for the whole sample ba
on f5@entire future#. For the three configurations defined
conf. 2 in Table III we also calculatedFD and obtained
274.49 ~3!, 298.51 ~3!, and 284.03 ~4! kcal/mol for the
extended, helix, and hairpin, respectively, which are eq
within the error bars to theFD results obtained from the
whole samples of 700 conformations usingf5@entire future#;
this constitutes another check for the reliability of the sin
conformations results. As discussed in Ref. 10, the ability
obtain the free energy from a single structure will be use
when extremely small samples are available for analysis

5. Differences in S and F of the three microstates

The main interest in this study is to determine the re
tive stability of the three wide microstates. In the upper pa
of Table IV we present results for the differences,TDSA,
DFA, andDE between the helix, extended, and hairpin m
crostates for the rigid model of (Gly)10. For f5@entire fu-
ture# the results are the same as those obtained in Ref
~from a samples of 400 structures! which demonstrates tha
they are statistically reliable. Moreover, within their unce
tainty of 0.1–0.2 kcal/mol, the differences are not chang
also for the three bin sizes, fornf540 000– 160 000, for
samples as small as 200 conformations, and for the he
extended differences also for 100 conformations. This de
onstrates that in practice HSMC can be quite efficient.
the model studied the helix is the most stable, where its
energy is lower by 14.3 and 24.1 kcal/mol than that of
hairpin and extended microstates, respectively. These di
ences are mostly governed by the energy differences,
Downloaded 23 Jan 2005 to 136.142.92.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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and 27.95 kcal/mol, where theTDSA values are only 1.7 and
3.9 kcal/mol, respectively. We have also calculated the v
ues ofDFD and estimated their errors from differences c
culated for samples of increasing size and obtained 9.5~1!,
23.9 ~1!, and 14.5~2! kcal/mol, which are equal within the
error bars to the corresponding values those in Table IV.

As expected~see discussion for Table II! for f 54 and 3
the entropy differences~henceDFA) between the helix and
extended microstates are equal within the error bars to
value obtained withf5@entire future#. However, theSA re-
sults for the hairpin increase in going fromf5@entire future#
to f 54 and 3~see Table II!, hence the corresponding value
of DSA and DFA in Table IV involving the hairpin differ
from those obtained forf5@entire future#. This demonstrates
that for a partial future sampling to be reliable the value of
should cover the range of correlations along the chain, wh
in the case of the hairpin include the entire chain; therefo
for the hairpin the larger isf the better the approximation.

B. The rigid model of „Gly …16

It is of interest to test the performance of HSMC f
larger peptides; therefore in Ref. 11 we also applied it to
rigid model of (Gly)16. Two samples of size 600 each spa
ning the extended and helical wide microstates were ge
ated by MC@as described for (Gly)10], where 400 and 600
conformations of them were reconstructed by compl
HSMC, respectively. In the present paper we simul
(Gly)16 in the hairpin state, and obtain the entropy from t
sample by reconstructing each of its 600 conformations;

TABLE IV. Differences in the entropy,TDSA, the free energy,DFA and the
energy,DE, between the three wide microstates~these properties are de
notedR!.a

TDSA DFA DE

(Gly)10 f 5entire future
R(extended)-R(hairpin) 2.2 ~2! 9.7 ~1! 11.9~1!
R(extended)-R(helix) 3.9~1! 24.1~1! 27.95~6!
R(hairpin)-R(helix) 1.7~2! 14.3~1! 16.1~1!

(Gly)10 f 54 dihedrals
R(extended)-R(hairpin) 1.6 ~3! 10.3~2! 11.9~1!
R(extended)-R(helix) 3.8~1! 24.1~1! 27.95~6!
R(hairpin)-R(helix) 2.3~3! 13.8~2! 16.1~1!

(Gly)10 f 53 dihedrals
R(extended)-R(hairpin) 1.5 ~1! 10.4~2! 11.9~1!
R(extended)-R(helix) 3.7~1! 24.3~1! 27.95~6!
R(hairpin)-R(helix) 2.2~2! 13.9~2! 16.1~1!

(Gly)16 f 5entire future
R(extended)-R(hairpin) 6.2 ~3! 36.5~3! 42.7~4!
R(extended)-R(helix) 7.1~2! 55.7~2! 62.9~3!
R(hairpin)-R(helix) 1.6~2! 19.2~2! 20.1~3!

(Gly)10 flexible modelf5entire future
R(extended)-R(hairpin) 3.0 ~3! 20.1~3! 23.1~3!
R(extended)-R(helix) 4.0~3! 36.1~3! 40.2~2!
R(hairpin)-R(helix) 1.0~2! 16.0~2! 17.0~2!

aThe four sets of results at the top are for the rigid model~constant bond
lengths and bond angles!; the set at the bottom is for the flexible mode
These HSMC results~obtained atT5100 K) are in kcal/mol. The statistica
error is defined in Table II.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE V. HSMC results for the upper bound of the entropy, TSA @Eq. ~11!# and various free energy functionals for the rigid model of (Gly)16 .a

Bin size nf

Extended
TSA

Helix
TSA

Hairpin
TSA

Dak/10 20 000 32.9~3! 24.54~4! 25.4~3!
Dak/10 40 000 32.3~2! 24.73~5! 25.9~2!
Dak/10 80 000 32.07~6! 24.74~5! 25.9~2!
Dak/10 160 000 31.94~3! 24.73~5! 25.7~3!
Dak/15 20 000 32.9~3! 24.50~4! 25.4~3!
Dak/15 40 000 32.4~2! 24.72~5! 25.9~2!
Dak/15 80 000 32.08~7! 24.74~5! 25.9~2!
Dak/15 160 000 31.94~3! 24.73~5! 25.7~3!
SQH 33.20~6! 26.67~3! 27.0~1!
SLS 32.80~4! 26.90~6! 27.62~3!

2FA sA 2FA 2FB sA 2FA 2FB sA

Dak/15 20 000 100.4~3! 1.28~3! 154.81~3! 152.71~3! 0.69~7! 135.6~2! 132.2~9! 0.9 ~5!
Dak/15 40 000 99.8~2! 0.76~5! 155.03~2! 153.13~4! 0.47~6! 136.0~1! 133.7~6! 0.74~7!
Dak/15 80 000 99.51~8! 0.51~6! 155.05~2! 153.60~6! 0.33~4! 136.02~5! 134.7~3! 0.55~7!
Dak/15 160 000 99.37~4! 0.37~5! 155.03~1! 153.80~8! 0.24~2! 135.90~3! 134.9~3! 0.43~5!
2FD 2FM 99.0~1! 98.9~8! 154.6~2! 154.4~5! 135.4~1! 135.4~2!
2FQH 100.73~6! 157.40~4! 137.9~1!
2FLS 100.34~4! 157.60~7! 138.4~1!
-Energy 67.43~2! 0.94~10! 130.31~8! 1.13~10! 110.2~4! 0.9 ~2!

aFA @Eq. ~12!# andFB @Eqs. ~16! and ~17!# are lower and upper bounds of the free energy, respectively, andsA @Eq. ~14!# is the fluctuation ofFA. These
completeHSMC results were obtained from samples of 600 conformations forf5@entire future#. These results are presented only for the smallest bin s
d5Dak/15, but for all future sample sizesnf . The results forFM @Eq. ~18!#—the average ofFA and FB, and forFD @Eq. ~20!#—the exact free energy
functional, are calculated ford5Dak/15 and nf5160 000 only.FQH @Eq. ~21!# and FLS @Eq. ~12!# are free energies obtained by the quasiharmo
approximation and the local states method, respectively, and are based on larger samples~see text!. All free energies and TSA ~at T5100 K) are in kcal/mol
and are defined up to an additive constant. The average energies of the HSMC samples appear in the bottom row. The statistical error is defined inon
of Table II.
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also provide new results for the extended microstate ba
on an increased sample size of 600. The dihedral angle
ues for the helix and extended samples are concentr
around their canonical values with deviationsDak @Eq. ~8!#
very close to those obtained for (Gly)10 in Table I, where
significant differences exist only forDc of the first and last
residues; on the other hand, for (Gly)16 theak values for the
hairpin are more concentrated than those obtained
(Gly)10, where the corresponding ranges ofDc, for ex-
ample, are 23.5°–70.4° versus 31°–89°.

1. Results for the entropy and free energy

Results obtained withf5@entire future# for TSA, FA, its
fluctuationsA , FB, FD, andFM appear in Table V, which is
structured as a combined Tables II and III. The table reve
that in all cases the results forsA decrease as the approx
mation improves and they are smaller than the correspon
energy fluctuations by 2.5, 4.7, and 2.1 for the extend
helix, and hairpin microstates, respectively. These ratios
the helix and hairpin are slightly larger than the correspo
ing values for (Gly)10, while the ratio for the extended mi
crostate is significantly smaller than 4.2 obtained
(Gly)10.

The TSA results for the helix@unlike for (Gly)10] show a
perfect convergence with respect to both bin size andnf

@also for the results of binDak/5 ~not shown!# probably due
to further stabilization caused by the formation of extra h
drogen bonds, meaning thatnf540 000 is sufficient. Notice
that the smallest TSA value fornf520 000~and for the hair-
pin, see below! stems from insufficient sampling, whic
Downloaded 23 Jan 2005 to 136.142.92.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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leads to poorly occupied bins. Correspondingly, the res
for FA show apparent convergence and those forFB, while
exhibiting the expected decrease asnf increases, are not ye
fully converged, meaning that the correct free energy is
cated within the rangeFB2FA51.13 kcal/mol aboveFA,
probably close to theFA value. Indeed, the value o
FD@154.6(2)# is slightly smaller than that ofFM, the aver-
age ofFB and FA. The fact thatFAÞFD means that both
functionals~or one of them! are not yet converged, i.e., th
statistical errors are larger than those provided. It should
noted that the free energy, energy, and entropy per res
for the helix of (Gly)16 and (Gly)10 are close.

For (Gly)16 the entropy of the extended microstat
which has shown a perfect convergence for (Gly)10, is con-
verged only with respect to bin size but for each bin t
results decrease asnf increases andnf larger than 160 000 is
needed to reach convergence; fornf5320 000 the expected
extrapolated result is TSA531.90, which is used in calculat
ing the differences for (Gly)16 in Table IV. Also, the results
for FB do not decrease systematically with increasingnf ,
and therefore they~and those forFM) are not presented in
Table V. This worsened convergence of the extended res
probably stems from the decrease in the stability of
longer molecule, which is reflected by the increase of
energy per residue from25.45 for (Gly)10 to 24.2 kcal/mol
for (Gly)16. Another measure for the decrease in the ac
racy of the free energy is the decrease in the ratio~energy
fluctuation!/sA from 4.2 for (Gly)10 to 2.5 for (Gly)16. The
FD value, which is expected to be exact, is 0.37 kcal/m
higher than the bestFA result.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The energy and entropy (TSA) per residue of the hairpin
slightly decrease~by ;0.2 kcal/mol! in going from (Gly)10

to (Gly)16 which is in accord with the corresponding d
crease in theDak values previously discussed. The TSA

~henceFA) results~excluding those fornf520 000; see ear
lier discussion! are equal within a relatively large statistic
error, and those ofFB show the expected decrease asnf is
increased but with statistical errors that are larger than th
detected forFA, whereFB2FA'1 kcal/mol. For the hairpin
FD5FM, and they are;0.5 kcal/mol aboveFA.

As expected, for all microstates the LS results (b51, l
510) for TS overestimate the HSMC values, and the dev
tions are;1, 2.2, and 2 kcal/mol for the extended, helix, a
hairpin microstates, respectively. Notice that as in Ref.
the LS results of the first two microstates were obtained fr
MC samples of 5•104 structures generated with the ge
metrical restriction, where a conformation was retained ev
10 MC steps; the sample size of the hairpin is 3•104, where
a structure was retained every 100 MC steps. The QH res
are also larger than the correspondingSA ~HSMC! values by
1.3, 2, and 1.3 kcal/mol, suggesting that anharmonic effe
for (Gly)16 are significantly larger than for (Gly)10. The QH
results for the extended and helix were obtained fr
samples of size 16 000 and the hairpin from size 32 0
where a structure was retained every 100 MC steps. In
cordance with the entropy, the results forFQH and FLS un-
derestimate the HSMC values. Notice, however, that the
responding energies are slightly different from those ba
on the HSMC samples of 600 conformations.

2. Differences in S and F

In Table IV the differences,TDSA, DFA, andDE for the
extended and helix and hairpin microstates are prese
with acceptable errors of 0.2–0.3 kcal/mol~see previous dis-
cussion!. We have also calculated the corresponding val
of DFD and estimated their errors from differences calc
lated for samples of increasing size, obtaining 36.38~2!,
55.60~4!, and 19.22~6! kcal/mol, which are equal to those i
Table IV but have smaller statistical errors. It should
pointed out that the results forSA and the energy of the helix
and hairpin scale with increasing peptide size, while the
ergy of the extended state does not; therefore,DE, andDFA

do not scale in going from (Gly)10 to (Gly)16.
In summary, with HSMC calculating the TP density

each angle involves a certain error and therefore the t
error in the entropy is expected to grow with increasing m
lecular size while using the same set of parameters~bin size,
nf , etc.!. This effect is demonstrated by the worsening
sults of the extended microstate as the number of varia
increases from 30@(Gly)10# to 48 @(Gly)16#. For the helix
and hairpin, on the other hand, this effect is compensated
the enhanced stability of these structures due to formatio
additional hydrogen bonds; thus, the accuracy of the entr
for (Gly)16 for the hairpin remains approximately the sam
as for @(Gly)10# and it is even improved slightly for the
helix.
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C. „Gly …10 with variable bond angles

We carried out three MC simulations of (Gly)10 with
flexible geometry, i.e., the bond angles are allowed to vary
addition to the dihedral angles, and the total number of v
ables is thus 60. The MC simulations~at 100 K! are carried
out as described for the rigid model, but to take into acco
the Jacobian, trial bond angles are selected at random w
the range cos@u0(k)#6d, whereu0(k) is the current value of
bond anglek (k51,3N) andd50.001; the chosen cosine va
ues are then translated into bond angles through the
cosine function. MC simulations of the helix, extended, a
hairpin microstates have yielded three samples of 600 st
tures each that have been reconstructed by complete HS
and the corresponding entropy and free results are sum
rized in Tables IV and VI. Also, some information abo
these microstates is given in Table I where results forDak

@Eq. ~8!# are presented for the rigid and flexible mode
Table I reveals that for the three microstates theDak values
of the flexible model are larger in most cases than those
the rigid model, where theDak values of the bond angle
~not shown! range from 3° to 13°. While the bending energ
of the flexible model is positive, the additional degrees
freedom allow further optimization of the nonbonded inte
actions~in particular the hydrogen bond energy! and the av-
erage energies of the helix and hairpin microstates of
flexible model are thus significantly lower~by ;12 kcal/
mol! than those of the rigid model. This effect is much le
pronounced for the extended microstate~its energy decrease
by ;1.5 kcal/mol only!, which lacks hydrogen bonds and i
interactions are of a short-range character~compare the en-
ergy results in Tables III and VI!.

1. Results for the entropy and free energy

The entropy was calculated without the Jacobian com
nent@Pk sin(uk)# because to a good approximation, this co
tribution is canceled out in differences in entropy and fr
energy which is our main interest. As discussed earlier
(Gly)16 the increase in the number of variables from 30
the rigid model to 60 for the flexible model is expected
increase the total error of the latter accumulated during
reconstruction process. Therefore, it would be required
decrease further the smallest bin size used for the r
model, and the fact that theDak values are larger for the
flexible than for the rigid model suggests that the futu
sample size,nf , should be enhanced as well.

However, for comparison with the rigid model, the e
tropy in Table VI was obtained with the same bin sizes a
nf values that were used for the rigid model and as expec
it decreases as the approximation improves. The errors
larger than those obtained for the rigid model and the c
vergence with respect to bin size and future sampling has
been fully reached. For both bins TS~80 000!2TS~160 000!
'0.2 kcal/mol, and TS~160 000! decreases by'0.2 kcal/mol
in going fromDak/10 to Dak/15. To check the effect of the
future sampling we have carried out limited reconstruct
runs for 100 conformations based onnf540 0002320 000.
For the helix, hairpin and extended the differenc
TS~160 000!2TS~320 000! are 0.04, 0.10, and 0.15 kcal/mo
respectively, meaning that within our approximatio
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 23 Ja
TABLE VI. HSMC results for the flexible model of (Gly)10 .a

Bin size nf

Extended
TSA

Helix
TSA

Hairpin
TSA

Dak/10 20 000 30.3~2! 25.1~1! 26.31~7!
Dak/10 40 000 29.4~3! 24.9~1! 26.13~8!
Dak/10 80 000 28.9~3! 24.7~1! 25.78~5!
Dak/10 160 000 28.7~3! 24.6~1! 25.58~7!
Dak/15 20 000 30.1~2! 25.0~2! 26.17~7!
Dak/15 40 000 29.2~3! 24.8~1! 26.01~7!
Dak/15 80 000 28.7~3! 24.6~1! 25.64~5!
Dak/15 160 000 28.5~3! 24.4~1! 25.41~7!
SQH 30.28~2! 26.65~2! 27.84~3!
SLS 31.9~2! 28.9~2! 30.7~2!

2FA sA 2FA sA 2FA sA

Dak/15 20 000 86.1~2! 1.7 ~3! 121.2~2! 1.5 ~2! 105.3~4! 1.6 ~2!
Dak/15 40 000 85.2~2! 1.2 ~3! 121.0~2! 1.3 ~2! 105.1~4! 1.4 ~2!
Dak/15 80 000 84.8~1! 1.0 ~2! 120.7~2! 1.2 ~2! 104.8~3! 1.2 ~2!
Dak/15 160 000 84.6~1! 0.9 ~2! 120.6~2! 1.1 ~1! 104.5~3! 1.1 ~1!
2FD 2FM 82.2~7! 82.9~8! 118.7~8! 119.2~7! 102.6~5! 103.2~5!
2FQH 86.84~5! 123.33~2! 107.78~7!
2FLS 88.4~2! 125.6~2! 110.6~2!

-Energy 56.0~3! 1.0 ~2! 96.2~3! 1.4 ~2! 79.1~5! 1.3 ~2!

aFor explanations, see the caption of Table V. All HSMC results were calculated withf5@entire future#.
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TS~160 000! can already be considered as converged w
respect to future sampling for the first two microstat
whereas the extended state is expected to converge fonf

5640 000. Because we are mainly interested in entropy
free energy differences, they can be calculated reliably fr
the data by subtracting 0.1 kcal/mol from the entropy of
extended microstate and assuming that the effect of the
size is the same for all microstates~see below!.

TheFA results, as expected, increase monotonically w
increasingnf and they are larger than the corresponding v
ues in binDak/10 ~not shown!, while the fluctuations,sA

always decrease with ratios~energy fluctuation!/sA that are
significantly smaller than those obtained for the rigid mode
indicating a worse approximation for the flexible model. F
the helix and hairpin,FB decreases with increasingnf for
each bin but the corresponding results of binDak/10 are
smaller than those of binDak/15; for the extended mi-
crostates even this order within each bin is not satisfi
Therefore, we do not provide the results forFB in Table VI.
However, we give the results forFD, which are expected to
be statistically more reliable than those forFB, and for com-
parison provide also results forFM, based on the best resul
for FA andFB, i.e., for nf5160 000. The results forFD and
FM are equal to each other with relatively large statisti
errors and as expected, they are larger than those ofFA.

2. Comparison with other methods

The table demonstrates again that as the number of v
ables increases~or chain length increases! anharmonic ef-
fects become stronger, which is reflected by quasiharmo
results,SQH for the entropy that overestimate theSA values
by 1.8–2.4 kcal/mol~thus, the correct values even more!;
theseSQH values were obtained from samples of 120 0
conformations. The LS results were calculated from samp
of size of 80 000 and they are based on a correlation par
n 2005 to 136.142.92.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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eter,b52 and a discretization parameter,l 515, which de-
fine a better approximation than that used forSLS in Tables II
and V.SLS , as expected overestimatesSA and with the above
approximation alsoSQH. The QH and LS results for the fre
energy constitute lower bounds for the free energy co
sponding to the entropy results.

3. Differences in F and S

Results forTDSA, DFA, andDE for the flexible model
appear at the bottom of Table IV. It is shown that the entro
differences are close to those obtained for the rigid mod
while the free energy differences involving the extended m
crostate increased significantly due to the significant
crease in the energy of the helix and hairpin compared to
rigid model. To further verify the reliability of these differ
ences that are based onSA, we calculated them based onFD

and obtained 20~1!, 36.6~10!, and 16.1~3! which are equal
within relatively large statistical errors to the correspondi
values in Table V.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have applied here thecompleteHSMC method~i.e.,
f5entire future! to the rigid model of (Gly)10 and (Gly)16

and the flexible model of (Gly)10; for the rigid model of
(Gly)10 we have also tested anapproximateHSMC method
where a limited future based onf 54 and 3 dihedral angles
~rather thanf5entire future! was simulated by MC for the
calculation of the transition probabilities. To be able to re
resent the wide microstates of the helix, extended, and h
pin by stable MC samples the simulation temperature w
decreased to 100 K, and samples of 600 and 700 confor
tions were generated. In addition to the entropy and f
energy functionals,SA andFA that were studied in Ref. 11
and in practice are upper and lower bounds, respectively
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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have studied the functionals,FB andFD, where the former is
an upper bound and the latter an exact expression for the
energy. As in Ref. 10, we have also demonstrated that
free energy can be obtained by reconstructions of a sin
conformation.

As expected, the approximate HSMC provides good
proximations as long asf covers the range of the angula
correlation along the chain; thus,f 53 and 4 are suitable fo
the extended microstate where short-range correlations~in-
teractions! exist, but becoming too small for the helix an
hairpin, which are characterized by medium and long-ra
interactions, respectively. Still, approximate HSMC~as the
LS method! is expected to generate adequate results fordif-
ferencesin entropy and free energy among microstates wit
similar range of correlations. In most cases the results
FA, FB, FD, andFM @(FA1FB)/2# are found to be consis
tent, i.e., the first two are lower and upper bounds, resp
tively, and FD;FM. Most importantly, differences of en
tropy and free energy between these three microstates
obtained with relatively small errors of up to 0.3 kcal/mo

An important property of the HSMC method~and the
HS approach in general! is the fact that it provides tools tha
allows one to determine the accuracy of the results~e.g.,
upper and lower bounds! without the need to compare the
with results of other methods. Still, support for the reliabil
of HSMC is the fact thatS(HSMC) is always smaller than
S(LS) where the latter constitute an upper bound. Also, i
of interest to point out that for the rigid model of (Gly)10 the
quasiharmonic~QH! results are very close to the comple
HSMC values, suggesting that the samples are appr
mately quasiharmonic. However, for (Gly)16 and the flexible
model of (Gly)10, where the number of variables increas
from 30 to 48 and 60, respectively, the QH results for
entropy overestimate the HSMC values by up to 2.3 kc
mol, which suggests that anharmonic effects are signific
and the QH approximation becomes unsuitable. This emp
sizes the importance of the complete HSMC method, wh
can be applied to a macromolecule with any degree of fl
ibility, ranging from local fluctuations to a random co
where side chains visit all the available rotamers, for
ample.

At this stage of development of complete HSMC, reco
structing a single conformation of (Gly)10 defined by the
rigid model and based onnf5160 000 requires;90 min
CPU time on a 2.6 GHz Athlon processor, meaning that
nf540 000 run, which is sufficient for providing the 0.1–0
kcal/mol accuracy, requires 23 min CPU; for the rigid mod
of (Gly)16 the time increases by a factor of;2.2 and for the
flexible model of (Gly)10 it is 2.4 h CPU. As discussed ea
lier, increasing the number of variables increases the t
error in the reconstruction probability, as is demonstrated
the results for (Gly)16 and the flexible model of (Gly)10,
therefore for larger peptides the bins’ sizes should be
creased and the future sample size,nf increased. This can b
achieved efficiently by adopting, for example, ‘‘the tw
stage sampling’’ technique applied first to fluids in Ref. 1
where the transition probability becomes a product of t
probabilities. The first one is defined by Eq.~15! for a rela-
tively large bin~bin 1! and the second is a conditional pro
Downloaded 23 Jan 2005 to 136.142.92.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ability obtained by forcing the angle at stepk to stay at bin 1
while measuring its visits~counts! to a smaller bin~bin 2!
contained within bin 1. This technique will be studied
future work.

The present results demonstrate that the difference
stability, DFmn5Fm2Fn betweensignificantly differentmi-
crostatesm andn can be obtained from two simulations on
without the need to resort to thermodynamic integration. O
long-term goal is to develop software that enables one
apply the method to a general peptide consisting of any
quence of amino acid residues, where the simulations
performed by molecular dynamics, which is expected to
significantly more efficient than MC. The method will b
applied to surface loops in proteins modeled by a force fi
and implicit as well as explicit solvent; in the latter case t
peptide will be reconstructed first, where the water molecu
will be added to a volume containing a frozen peptide str
ture. The complete HSMC method is expected to become
important tool for studying various problems involving inte
mediate flexibility.
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